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Design of Ion Ch.amber for Beam Loss Monito.r of PEFP 
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A beam 1088 monitoring 8ystem is being de8igned for PEFP(Proton Engineering Frontier Project) by Korea Atornic 
En巴rgyRe8earch Institut巴(KAERI).The beam l08s monitoring sys阻 nisbased on出eion chamber and an el巴ctrometer.
An air-filled ion chamber was designed and fabricated as a prototype detector of beam loss monitor.百leradiation 
re8ponse of血巴 ionchamb巴rwas simulated by using EGSnrc cod巴.The collection efficiency and stability of the .ion 
chamb巴rwith resp巴ctto白巴 differentradii of inner electrodes is discussed;百1巴properchoice of high voltage bias 
polarity for the ion chamb巴'fis also studied. Th巴testof the ion chamber und巴rhigh dose rate is under way at KAERI 
garuma irradiation facility at the exposure rate of 106R/h. 
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1. Introduct:ion 

百 沼田FP(ProtonEngineering Frontier Project) is to build 

an 100 MeVヲ 20mA proωn lin巴araccelerator in 匹orea.An 
accel巴ratorfacility wi血 sucha high intensity beam needs白e

BLM(Beam Loss Monitor) system for仕1eprimary diagnostic 
tool for加凶ngand preventing巴xc四 sactivation阻 dequip-

ment damage.官1edetector of BLM hasωsa出fシmany白-

quirements. 百1egain of性1edetector has to be stable with 
time.百1ecomponents of it sh叩 ldbeωlerant of the radia-

tion. If仕1edetector is replaced with new one， the gain of it 
can b巴印calibratedeasi1y. Ion chamber can satisfシsuchre-
quirements， and a number of ac四 lerator白cilitiess巴1βct出e
ion chamber as血eBLMdetecωr.1)

We are designing四 ionchamb巴rforBLM.百leioncham司

ber is cylindrical sh叩e，and argon is fil1巴dinside出echamber. 
Bef，ωe白eparameters of仕1巴ionchamber are determined， w巴

fabricated a prototype ion chamb巴r.Air was filled insid巴出e

chamber， andぬeresponse of the ion chamber was measured. 
W抽出巴sedata， we can design白eBLM ion chamber sp田 iι
cally. 

II. Prototype Ion Chamber 

A prototype ion chambers for白eBIふi{was fabricated， 
and也βsaturationcurve of the ion chambers was measured. 

τ11e prototype ion chamber was construct巴:dof two conc巴ntnc

cylinders fil1ed with air as shown in Fig 1.百1ecylinders were 
210 mm long and made of2・mmthick aluminum.官1ediam-

eter of outer electrod巴was38 mm， and three di首'erentinner 
electrodes were made(Type 1 : diamet巴rof 6 mm，τ'ype 2 : 

16mm， and Type 3 : 25 mm). The inner electrode was hollow 
and fil1ed wi社1証irinside. Guard electrode， which could re-

ducethβleakage current of the col1ecting electrode， was made 
of copper， and it was placed in血 emiddl巴of出巴 innerelec-
trode and the outer electrode. Teflon insulators were placed 
between electrodes. 

百1eion chamber was housed inside血巴 2-mm白ickalu圃
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Fig.l貯ototypeion chamb巴r.

minum cylinder. Two MHV conn巴ctorswere mounted for 

signal collection and high vo1tage biasing. These connector 
structure could help the easy daisy chaining. Figure 1 shows 

the prototype ion chamber. 
百1esaturation curve of the ion chamber was measured. 60 

keVャraysfrom 241 Am incidented p巴rp巴ndicul紅白血ecylin田

der surface， which make the dose rat巴of2mSv/hr in the center 
of血eion chamber. High voltage was biased on one conn時 l

tor with ORTEC high voltag巴 supplierModel 660， and社I巴

collecting signal was recorded from the other connector with 
Kei白leyEl巴ctrometerModel 6517A.τ11e high voltage was 

biased on the outer electrode， and出巴 signalwas measured on 
the inner electrode. After也at仕1ehigh voltage was biased on 

the inner el巴ctrodeand the signal was recorded on the outer 

electrod巴.The polarity of血ebias was also reversed. It could 
give血巴 influenceof the bias polarity on the ion chamber op司

eration. Since we measured the saturation curve with thn田
di百erenttypes of inner electrodes， we could also determin巴
the adequate diameter of the inner electrode. 

1. Inner el舵 trodediameter 

官1ecollection efficiency f of組 ionchamber at a given 

bias voltage V can be defined as the ratio of出emeasured 
curr巴ntto血巴 idealsaturation current.官1eequations for d巴-

scribing f have be巴nknown since Thomson described白em
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Fig. 3 The saturation charge( Q∞) vs. volurne of出巴 ionchamb巴r.

Q=， which is巴xpressedin current unit， is from the fitting. 
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Fig. 2 The saturation curve of ion chamber句'peII. The negative 
voltag巴wasbiased on the outer巴lectrode，and th巴signalwas 
r巴cordedon the inn巴relec位od巴 Th巴lin巴isfrom出巴 fitting

with the白切符ticallin巴.
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Table 1 s's from the fit也19.s is defin巴:din世lemain t巴.xt，and it 
should be independent of the collectio恒 vo畑 ne.

CASE s EITor 
τ'ype 1， Neg. Out 4. 86E-05 l.64E-04 
Type 1， Pos. Out 2.72E-04 1.60E-04 
乃peII， Neg. Out 4.08E-05 3.03E-05 
乃p巴II，Pos. Out 2.04E-05 2.67E【05
可rpeIII， Neg. Out. 7.25E回05 3.58E-05 
Type III， Pos. Out 2.25E-05 1.12E-05 

in 1899.2) However， they have notb巴巴nsolv巴din closed forrn. 

Approximated result， which gives a good fit for f三0.7ヲ is3)

f =1  -
1 +C2' 
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where 

♂=(古川三)(告)
巴:xtrapolation，and determine仕1evo1tage， where i is 99.9 % of 
20. 

The second m巴thodis the two voltage method， which is 
known to be ind巴pendentof the shape of th巴saturationcurve. 

。)

H巴re，e is位1eel巴ctroncharge， kl由巴 electronmobili匂1，k2由巳

ion mobility， d the equivalent gap， Q∞ the saturation charge 

at infinite applied voltage， vol社lecollecting volume of白e
ion chamb巴r，and αis the first Townsend recombination co-
efficient. d for the cylindrical ion chamb巴rc祖国巴xpr邸 sed

as (5) 

Her巴appliedvoltag巴，九回d吐lem巴asuredcharge， ii， are ob-
tained from diffi巴rentpair of m巴asurement.

The仕lIrdmethod follows from Eq. l. If we set η2 = fC2， 
W巴canobtain η2 from the measurement.τ'hen 
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d4 fQ∞ 
f=1-η2=1-s一一一τ一

vol V~ 
(6) 

where s =同)
If we multiply Q∞on both sid巴SofEq. 6， 

fQ∞ = Q∞(l-952詐)
fQ∞酌，与ヂ，d and v叩叫olヲs日C叩 b回eo油伽b伽t附aine吋df企加伽m削OI削 h巴鵬制陀

m巴n凶1t，and Q∞ and s are varied in由efitting wi仕1the mea-
surem巴nt.

Tabie 1 shows s 企omthe fitting resu1t. Except th巴positive
voltag巴biasedon the ion chamber 苛peI，白eyare well agreed 
within error baζwhich is consistent with仕leexpectation. Q 00 

from fitting resu1t with respect to仕levolume is shown in Fig. 

3. Since仕le60 k巴Vγ-raysource is placed in cent巴rof血eion

(7) 

[α+ b ln(αjb) ll/2 
d=(α b) I一一一一一|

I a -b 2 

where α血eradius of outer electrod巴， and b is the radius of 
inner electrode. From above巴quations，we can see that血e
signal can be saturated easily in loWi巴rbias vo1tage as the dis-
tance between the out巴relectrode and白巴 innerelectrod巴gets

c1oser. 
The saturation c町田 of Type II ion chamber is shown in 

Fig. 2. The curve reach巴sa fiat zon巴， and the charge mu1tipli-
cation occurs when吐1巴voltageis higher白血 2000V. We use 

three diffl巴rentmethods to obtain the voltage， where f reaches 
0.999， for each saturation curve. 
τ'he first method is吐leinvers巴 vo1tagemethod. There 

shows a linear relationship between the Invers巴of白ecoll巴ct四

ing current， i， and the invers巴 of白eapplied voltage， V， in 

the near saturation region， if出erecombinations of the pos-
itiv(( and the negative ions forrn within the track of a single 

ionizing partic1e. 

(3) 

(4) 

where io is血巴ultimat巴saturationcurrent. We can get io企om一一
v
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Fig. 4 Vf =0.999 as a function of the diam~ter of the inner el附 ode.

The closed circles訂巴 fromth巴invers巴vo1tagemethod， the 
closed佐ianglesfrom the two vo1tage method， and the open 
squar巴sare 企umth巴fittingmethod. As the diむneterof血e

innerel∞紅odegets larger，竹=0.999gets smaller. 

chamber， the collecti昭 volum巴canbe estimated企om作(α2

b2). Q∞increas回a1rr附 linearIywith the collecting volume， 
which is a1so consist巴ntwith出巴 expectation.

百lelin巴inFig. 2 is 企omEq. 1， in which the parameters of 
Q∞ and s are taken from the above fitting result. 

τ'he biased vo1tages咋=0.999，where f = 0.999， are ob四

tained from above伽 eem巴thods.Figure 4 shows巧=0蜘1ll

血ecase of白巴 negativevoltage bias巴don the outer巴lectrode.
As one can expect， the m巴asuredcurrent c佃 b巴saturatedin 

lower vo1tage if仕ledistanc巴between血eouter electrode and 
the inner electrode gets c1oser. Three m巴thodsgive血esimilar 

result except the case of b = 5 mm. Since the inverse voltage 
method assumes仕lat白巴 recombinationtakes place wi血in仕le

track of single partic1e ionization， it can not give a reliable 
r巴sult.

Because beam loss monitoring system will be placed in出e
high dose environment， it is better to get血esaturation current 

with lower biased voltag巴.
The ion transit time can be expressed as4) 
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Fig. 5 The bias polarity己貸巴cton th巴ionchamber op巴ration.The 

ion chamber is Type 1. The open circles間出ecase of位le
H巴:gativevoltag巴biasedon the inn巴relec釘ode，the c10sed cir同

cles the case of th巴positivevoltage on也巴 out巴relec柱。de，
theopen位ianglethe case of the negative voltage on白巴outer

electrode， and白巴 closedtriangles紅ethe case of the positive 
voltage biased on the inner el巴ctrod巴.

出epolarity of the collecting potentia1 is reversed. The pro-
totype ion chambers were tested with both positive and nega-
tive voltage biased on th巴innerelectrode， and the signal was 
recorded on由巳 outerelectrode.百leion chamb巴rsare a1so 
tested wi出highvoltage biased on the outer electrode， and th巴
signal measured on the inner electrode.百1巴sefour configu-
ration can give由einfluence of high voltage bias polarity on 

仕leBLM ion chamber operation. 百ler巴su1tsare shown in 

Fig. 5. The magnitudes ofthe measured currents in four cases 
were different. When high voltage was applied on血.eout巴r
electrode阻 d白epolarity was reversed， the magnitude of the 
collected current stayed a1most the same. However， high volt副

age was biased on也einner electrode and白 巴 polaritywas 

reversed， the magnitude changed quite significantly. It is sug-
gested if出epotential of the outer electrode is not白巴 same

as出epotentia1 of the housing.τ'hen由echarge lib巴ratedin 

the volume between the out巴relectrode and the housing can 
d2 

t=一一一一一一一
μoV(Po/P)， 

wher巴μ口isthe ion mobility， V applied voltage， Po atmo・

spheric pressure， and P is the working pressure. If d gets 

sma11巴r，wec阻 collections in short巴rtime.

(8) be collected through the outer electrod巴.Further investigation 

is und巴rway. When high voltage is biased on the outer elec-
trode，社I巴shap巴of仕lesaturation curve does not change much 
with the change of high voltage polarity， except ion cham-
ber Type 1. When血enegative high voltage was biased on 

the outer electrode，白巴 electronmultiplication gets bigger in 

higher voltage region. From the above study， we wi1l bias血e
positive high voltage on血eouter electrode， and the current 
will be collected on the inn巴relectrode. 

However，血巴 fieldbecomes unstable when the inner elec-
trode is too c10se to the outer el巴ctrode.In our measurement 

with ion chamber 可1peI1I(Inner electrode diameter: 25 mm)， 
the signa1 shows畳uctuationabove V = 2000 V And， as白e
inner electrode gets c10se to白巴 outerelectrode， w巴 willget 
sma11er current. 3. Wall material 

l，From the above consideration， we choose 20 mm for the Inside the ion chamber白巴 secondaryel巴ctronsgenerated 

diameter of inner electrode. from白ewalls will a1so ionize the gas. If白ewa11s are Suflι 
cient1y thick compared with the secondary el巴ctronranges， the 

2. 1泊ghvoltage Bias polarity secondary electron flux leaving the wall will be independent 

Itis known也at白巴 currentcoll巴cted企oman ion chamber of the wa11 thickness. Since the incident radiation will be at刷

exposed to constant radiation can change in magnitude when 巴nuatedthrough由巳 wall，the walls of ion chamber should 
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Fig. 6 The collecting curr巴ntwith respect to the thickness of wal1 
from EGSnrc calculation. The thickness is express巴das 

g/cm2 • 

be出inenough to rl巴duce仕leattenuation of incident radia-
tion.官leproportion of wa11 electrons inside the ion chamber 
is known to b巴independentof th巴 natureof wall materia1 if 
白巴 wal1白icknessis巴xpressedin gram p巴rsquare centime開

ter.3) How巴ver白ewall materia1 and仕ricknesshas to be more 
care如llyd巴terr凶ned.

Mont巴ーCarloca1culation was p巴rforrnedto simulat巴仕lere-
spons巴ofth巴ionchamber wi出 resp巴ctto the wa11 material 
and wal1 thickness. EGSnrc code is used for the ca1culation. 
EGSnrc was recently d巴velopedand it is the first Mont巴Carlo
code thought to b巴abl巴 tosimulate ion chamber response at 
由巳 0.1% level of accurぉy.5)

In the EGSnrc ca1culation，出巴 electroncutoff energy(AE) 
was 512 keV and the photon cutoff巴nergy(AP)was 1 k巴v.
百lespin effects in the multiple scattering were off， whlch 
wi1l make阻 effectless血an0.1 %. Graphlte， alunrinum， 
and nickel訂巴 simulatedfor the wal1 materia1， and argon gas， 

whlch wi11 be fil1ed inside our BLM ion chamber， is inside血e
collecting volum巴.官le仕ricknessof wa11 materia1 is chang吋
with gram per square cm unit.百leresponse of ion chamber 
for γ-ray from 60Co is simulated. 

百leresult ofthe simulation is shown in Fig. 6.百1巴cuロ巴nt
show a1most sinrilar behavior with r巴spectto the thickness of 
the wall巴:xpressedas 9 / cm 2. Th巴 currentin凶ckelwall is 
sma11巴r白anthe other ones. We select a1unrinum as出巴 ion
chamber wa11， and the吐llcknessis 2 mm， whlch is for白巴

incident energy ofγ-ray from 60Co. 
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III. Design Parameters and Future Study 

百leBLM ion chamber parameters征eas follows. 百le
BLM ion chamber wi1l be a alunrinum cylindrical shape of 
210 mm long. The diameter of outer electrode is 38 mm， and 
仕1巴 diameterofせleinner electrode is 20 mm， whlch follows 
from the measurem巴ntwith prototyp巴chamber. 官le血ick園

田 ssof alunrinum electrode will be 2 mm， whlch was from 
EGSnrc ca1culation. The net interna1 volume of th巴detector
is 103 cm3.百1巴estimat巴dr田 ponsewil1 b巴12pA/RadJhr.百1巴

insulator is made of ceramic. 
W巴areund巴rwayto test the prototyp巴chamberin hlgh dose 

rate at KAERI gamma irradiation facility. Also the BLM ion 
chamber is designed and b巴ingfabricated. 

rv. Conclusion 

In Korea， hlgh current proton accelerator is dev巴lopedby 
PEFP. The BLM system is necessary for such an accelerator 
facility， and the ion chamber can b巴血 adequat巴 choicefor 
BLM detector. 百ledesign of the ion chamber for BLM is 
studi巴din KAERI. A prototype ion chamber was fabricated. 
It was the concentric aluminum cylinders and air was創led
inside the collecting volum巴. The effect of血eradius of the 
inner electrode， and血ebias polarity on吐leion chamber opぽ幽

ation were measured with th巴prototypeion chamber. EGSnrc 
code was used to simu1ate the wa11 materia1 effect on the ion 
chamberop巴ration.

From these studi巴s，we can det巴rnrin巴仕1巴specificof血e
BLM ion chamber，冒

百首swork has been carried out under白巴 Nuc1earR&D 
program by Ministry of Science and 11巴chnology(MOST)of 
Korea. The authors a1so wish to acknowledge由巴partia1sup-
port from KOSEF Engineering Research Center program of 
Innovative Technology Center for Radiation Safety(iTRS) at 
Hanyang Univ巴rsity，Seou1， Korea. 
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